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events. food.
drinks. dancing.  

creativity.  
good vibes.



to hackney bridge. 
welcome
A range of event spaces are available at Hackney Bridge that are sure to add something 
special to any occasion. We can accommodate events all year long in both indoor and 
outdoor settings at our facility. Our distinctive event spaces are like canvases waiting to be 
painted into the ideal event location.

All of the establishments at Hackney Bridge provide custom food, bars, and first-rate 
entertainment options. A specialist events staff is available from Hackney Bridge to assist 
with the execution of any corporate event, private hire, birthday party, and much more!
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the venue.



a range of event 
spaces with...

+ good vibes.food. drinks.



event hire 
spaces.



+ formal events.street. outdoor.

event options...



the events space. 08
hackney bridge kitchens. 09
the mezzanine.  10
the terraces.  11
lower tier gardens.  12

our event spaces:



the events 
space.
Our dedicated event location is The Events Space. Banquets, corporate events, 

speaking conferences, live public events, and cocktail parties are all ideal at this 

location. In addition, adjacent to this area, we have an outdoor stretch tent for events 

that require both indoor and outdoor space. The stretch tent can be hired separately,  

or used as a smoking area. The Clarnico Sweet factory, one of Britain’s top 

confectionery makers in the 1890s, previously stood on this location,  

hence the event space’s name.

Standing  
with Stage

Standing  
without Stage Theatre  Seated  

Conference 
Seated  

Banqueting

380 400 250 200 160

Capacity:
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hackney 
bridge 
kitchens.
Hackney Bridge Kitchens is home to many food traders - offering 

everything from Japanese inspired soul food, to Indian street food, 

Filipino barbecue, Neapolitan pizza and juicy burgers, as well as, 

plenty of vegan and vegetarian options. 

The space is divided into two sections: the ground floor, housing 

the food traders, and the upper mezzanine with plenty of seating.
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the  
mezzanine.
The Mezzanine is a part of Hackney Bridge Kitchens. This venue offers sweeping  

views of the food hall and gardens below. 

Smaller gatherings like meetings, birthday celebrations, and corporate outings  

are ideal for this setting. Not interested in hiring out the whole space? We offer the  

option of hiring half of the mezzanine.

Please be aware that this location is not wheelchair accessible..

Seated Standing 

120 200

Capacity:

10



the  
terraces.
Our two terrace are the perfect place to enjoy a beverage and food with  

friends or family.  

Both  terrace have a sunny exposure and overlooks the canal and Lower Tier.

We offer the option of simply hiring half of the terrace. This is the perfect space  

to hire for a birthday party or outdoor gathering.

Standing Seated

150 120

Capacity:

11



lower tier
gardens.
This area is our largest event space. It is adjacent to the canal. It features an outdoor

bar, gardens, travelling barn and plenty of seating. Large meetings, sporting events,  

and festivals of the arts may all be held here with ease.

Standing Seated

2000 600

Capacity:

12



catering.
We provide a wide selection of catering choices from our retailers at 

Hackney Bridge Kitchens. Our food retailers can provide catering for 

any type of event and in various locations throughout the venue.



rainbo. 
Rainbo are Japanese soul food experts, famed for their authentic 

gyozas, katsu curry boxes, bao buns, prawn tempura, togarashi 

chicken and edamame spring roll bites..

made in
puglia. 
Made in Puglia arguably serves the best Neapolitan pizza 

in town. They use only the best and freshest products and 

doublefermented dough.



tamila.
In search of the best South Indian street food?

Tamila serves authentic flavour-packed roti, dosa,  

banana leaf curry and much more!

bovine
burger.
Bovine Burger combines top quality ingredients with simple 

burger construction. Buns are delivered daily from Best Bake 

Bakery and beef is aged for 30 days and supplied by acclaimed 

butchers - Billfields of London



filigrillz.
Filigrillz offer Filipino barbecue with a contemporary twist.

They specialise in serving up authentic Filipino flame-grilled

meats and salads.

wrap n
rolla.
Wrap and Rolla serves tasty toasted wraps, loaded fries,

and a few cheeky desserts.



on site bars.

event space
Our large, dedicated event 

space boasts an eight-metre bar 

with a large window feature.

the hangar
Our main bar inside Hackney 

Bridge Kitchens serves a 

variety of drinks from drafts 

to cocktails to fresh juices.

lower tier
Large canal-side fully 

equipped bar with 26 taps.

travelling barn
Fully-equipped bar housed 

within a barn on the Lower 

Tier Gardens.



entertainment.
dancers

magicians

comedians

virtual reality

guest speaker

games installation

pop-up themed bars

immersive theatre performers

live music  

dj (all genres)

Please note:  

More options are available upon request



site map.
A. hackney bridge kitchens, the mezzanine + hangar bar

B. the events space

C. the stretch tent

D. the terrace + NEW BAR OPENING November 23

E. the travelling barn

F. the lower tier gardens

G. loading + delivery dock

A.

E.

C.

G.

B.

F.

D.



site  
location.
Hackney Bridge is  adjacent to the Copper Box Arena.

5 minute walk east from Hackney Wick Overground Station.

10 minute walk from Stratford International. 

12 minute walk from Stratford Underground / Overground.

HACKNEY
WICK

COPPER
BOX  

ARENA



Units 1-28, Echo Building, East 

Bay Lane, London E15 2SJ


